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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1 - Gun Violence Archive

2 - VOA News 

3 - 2021 State of Protective Intelligence Report

In this third year of COVID-19, companies and employees 

ǬƍƶűśƁō�ƶĲžƍǊĲŵǲ�ǬŕśŵĲ�Ăŵƾƍ�ĂƁǊśĢśƲĂǊśƁō�Ă�ƶĲǊǓƶƁ�Ǌƍ�ƍȂśĢĲƾ�

have been experiencing changing and varying health 

protocols, vaccine mandates and stages of “open.” Supply 

chain challenges have at times shifted the focus of American 

business leaders from immediate on-the-ground matters to 

those of macro global security. As midterm elections near 

and January 6 arrests mount, political schisms show no sign 

of abating. Previously unseen “smash and grab” robberies by 

organized retail gangs, “air rage” on planes, threats towards 

health care, retail and restaurant workers and some 693 mass 

shootings occurred in 2021.1

At the same time, the pandemic has accelerated digital 

transformation, technology adoption and new ways of 

working, lessening concern among security professionals 

ĂĠƍǓǊ�žĂƁĂōśƁō�ƶĲžƍǊĲ�ĂƁĩ�ƍȂśĢĲ�ǬƍƶűĲƶƾȧ�"ǲ�žƍƾǊ�

measures ǊŕĲ�Óȧ¾ȧ�ĲĢƍƁƍžǲ�śƾ�ƍȂ�Ǌƍ�Ă�ƾƍŵśĩ�ƾǊĂƶǊ�śƁ�ȍȋȍȍ�

ĂƁĩ�ȃƁśƾŕĲĩ�ȍȋȍȌ�ƾǊƶƍƁōȧ2 As compared to last year, 

ȃƁĂƁĢśĂŵ�ĢǓǊĠĂĢűƾ�ƍƶ�ƾǊĂȂ�ƶĲĩǓĢǊśƍƁƾ�Ɓƍ�ŵƍƁōĲƶ�ƶĂƁű�

among security professionals’ biggest challenges.3 

A majority of companies have in place programs to address 

mental health issues the pandemic has exacerbated, although 

higher demand for mental health care nationwide has resulted 

śƁ�ŵƍƁōĲƶ�ǬĂśǊƾ�Ǌƍ�ĂĢĢĲƾƾ�ĢĂƶĲȧ�"ƍĂƶĩȹŵĲǫĲŵ�ƶĲǫśĲǬƾ�ƍŋ�ƲŕǲƾśĢĂŵ�

and cyber security vulnerabilities, threats and activities are 

ǊĂűśƁō�ƲŵĂĢĲ�ĂǊ�ĢƍžƲĂƁśĲƾ�ƁĂǊśƍƁǬśĩĲȧ�"ǓǊ�ǊĂűśƁō�ĂĢǊśƍƁ�Ǌƍ�

acknowledge and address the real dangers can be an issue — 

perceived as potentially creating a culture of fear that could 

damage the brand and corporate reputation. However, the 

physical threats and harm happening at companies, including

to CEOs and their families, can be even greater menaces to 

business continuity that are anticipated to only rise in 2022. 
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Protective intelligence is an investigative and analytical process used by
protectors to proactively identify, assess and mitigate threats to protectees.

PRO!TECT!IVE IN!TEL!LI!GENCE

This juxtaposition of recovery from a pandemic recession

with continued societal disruption at times creates a pressure 

ĢƍƍűĲƶ�ŋƍƶ�ƾĲĢǓƶśǊǲ�ŵĲĂĩĲƶƾȢ�Ăƾ�ǊŕĲ�ĂŵƶĲĂĩǲ�ƾśōƁśȃĢĂƁǊ�ǫƍŵǓžĲ�

of physical threats U.S. companies are receiving grows even 

greater, and increasingly becomes a weekly occurrence.

More so than they did in 2021, security professionals feel

less prepared to handle the greater frequency and volume 

of physical threats coming at them in 2022.

ìśǊŕ�ƾśōƁśȃĢĂƁǊ�ĂĩǫĂƁĢĲžĲƁǊƾ�śƁ�ǊĲĢŕƁƍŵƍōǲȢ�ƾƍŋǊǬĂƶĲȢ�

data capture, analysis and automation, in 2022 companies 

are actively advancing the digital transformation of their 

physical and cyber security operations. It is critical that 

corporations unite all threat intelligence across the enterprise, 

fuse infrastructure, training, data and operations and leave 

śƁĲȂĲĢǊśǫĲ�ŵĲōĂĢǲ�ƾǲƾǊĲžƾ�ĂƁĩ�ǬĂǲƾ�ƍŋ�ǬƍƶűśƁō�ĠĲŕśƁĩȧ�

Corporations are duty-bound to employees, customers, 

partners and investors to do all they can to proactively 

and better protect every aspect of their business. 
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The Ontic Center for Protective Intelligence 

commissioned its annual survey of

ĢŕśĲŋ�ƾĲĢǓƶśǊǲ�ƍȂśĢĲƶƾȢ�ĢŕśĲŋ�ŵĲōĂŵ�ƍȂśĢĲƶƾȢ�

ĢŕśĲŋ�ĢƍžƲŵśĂƁĢĲ�ƍȂśĢĲƶƾȢ�ōĲƁĲƶĂŵ�ĢƍǓƁƾĲŵƾȢ�

physical security directors, corporate 

attorneys and physical security decision-

makers at U.S. companies with over

5,000 employees to examine how they

see physical security challenges and 

opportunities unfolding in 2022, and the 

potential impact on business continuity.

In this report we delve more deeply into 

ǊŕĲƾĲ�ȃƁĩśƁōƾȢ�ǊŕĲ�ŵĂƶōĲȹƾĢĂŵĲ�ĂƁĩ�ōƶƍǬśƁō�

threat landscape, the implications for people 

and businesses, and the imperative for 

corporations to adopt a software platform 

ǊŕĂǊ�ǓƁśȃĲƾ�ĂƁĩ�ƍƲĲƶĂǊśƍƁĂŵśǼĲƾ�ƲƶƍĂĢǊśǫĲ�

cyber and physical security across nearly 

every function of the enterprise.

OUR ANNUAL STUDY SURFACED THESE KEY TAKEAWAYS:

GLOBAL SECURITY TAKING PRECEDENCE OVER LOCAL Companies are
prioritizing security as it relates to geopolitical issues, supply chain risk 
and the global threat landscape but mitigating potential local acts of 
violence at offices or other company locations in the U.S. is not a priority.

INCREASING THREAT VOLUME AND FREQUENCY MEAN MORE WILL 
BE MISSED The number of threats American companies receive or investigate 
in 2022 is expected to increase as compared to 2021 and the scale of those they 
expect to miss will expand. Forty-one percent anticipate missing 51%-100% of 
physical threats in 2022. 

RISKS TO BUSINESS IGNORED SO TRAINING, ACTION, COMMUNICATIONS
FALL SHORT Well-intentioned but contradictory security strategies are playing 
out at American companies. An inability to imagine the unimaginable and a
desire to project the appearance of a safe environment can result in passive, 
reactive stances, little-to-no workplace violence training, and inconsistent 
policies, procedures and cross-functional communications. 

LARGE!SCALE MOVEMENT TO CONSOLIDATE INTELLIGENCE A lack of unified 
protective intelligence has in the past year resulted in missed threats and harm
at companies. But in a new significant development, almost universally, U.S. 
companies are actively consolidating their multiple threat intelligence, monitoring 
and alerting solutions into a unified system of record that enables holistic data 
analysis and reporting across physical security, cybersecurity, human resources (HR), 
legal and compliance. 
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88% My company is experiencing a dramatic increase in physical threat activity 
that I anticipate will only grow in 2022, as compared to the beginning of 2021.

87% The physical threat landscape has dramatically changed and expanded, which has created 
an exponential increase in data and pre-incident indicators that are unmanageable.

85%
As compared to the beginning of 2021, the physical threat landscape has dramatically 
changed and expanded, which has created an exponential increase in data and
pre-incident indicators that I expect to be unmanageable in 2022.

85% For my company, 2022 is a significant turning point in prioritizing physical security 
due to the unprecedented increase in physical threats.

84%
In the past year, the lack of unified digital protective intelligence — an investigative and 
analytical process used by protectors and physical security professionals to proactively 
identify, assess, and mitigate threats to protectees — has resulted in missed threats and 
physical harm to employees, customers and human assets for my company.

84% I feel less prepared to handle physical security for my company in 2022 as 
compared to the beginning of 2021. 

83% Unmanaged physical threats are increasing corporate risk, are having a financially 
crippling effect and are negatively impacting business continuity at my company.

PHYSICAL SECURITY, LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE LEADERS AGREE:ȍȋȍȍ�žĂƶűƾ�Ă�ƾśōƁśȃĢĂƁǊ�ǊǓƶƁśƁō�ƲƍśƁǊ�śƁ�
prioritizing physical security as threats are 
anticipated to grow

Compared to the beginning of 2021, 

88% of respondents agree, companies 

are experiencing a dramatic increase in 

physical threat activity. The physical threat 

ŵĂƁĩƾĢĂƲĲ�ŕĂƾ�ƾśōƁśȃĢĂƁǊŵǲ�ĢŕĂƁōĲĩ�ĂƁĩ�

expanded, which has created an exponential 

increase in data and pre-incident indicators 

that 85% of physical security, legal and 

compliance leaders anticipate will only 

grow and be unmanageable in 2022. 

^Ɓ�ǊŕĲ�ƲĂƾǊ�ǲĲĂƶ�ǊŕĲ�ŵĂĢű�ƍŋ�ǓƁśȃĲĩ�ĩśōśǊĂŵ�

protective intelligence to proactively 

identify, assess and mitigate threats has 

resulted in missed threats and physical 

harm to employees, customers and human 

assets for companies, the overwhelming 

majority of respondents said. 

For these reasons, a strong majority agree 

ȳȓȐɽȴȢ�ȍȋȍȍ�žĂƶűƾ�Ă�ƾśōƁśȃĢĂƁǊ�ǊǓƶƁśƁō�

point in prioritizing physical security for 

their company.
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Global versus local danger, complementary and competing priorities disrupting sleep and business operations

When asked what issues “keep them up at night” as they consider 

their company’s 2022 physical security program, increased physical 

threats and company backlash related to rising extremism, social 

and political issues were cited by one-third of physical security 

executives (33%) and vaccination requirements were cited by 31% 

of physical security and legal leaders. Also stirring concern among 

28% of all respondents is that the lion’s share of their management’s 

attention is focused on macro global risk and supply chain security 

issues, to the detriment of prioritization and mitigation of location- 

ƾƲĲĢśȃĢ�ƲŕǲƾśĢĂŵ�ƾĲĢǓƶśǊǲ�ǊŕƶĲĂǊƾȧ

Executives worry about their management’s greater attention 

to cybersecurity (26%) and about adjusting their skills as 

cyber-physical security operations increasingly converge (28%). 

A rise in physical insider threats and activist whistleblowers 

causes concern for 27% of respondents. Keeping employees and 

their CEO safe while working remotely, threats from former 

ĲžƲŵƍǲĲĲƾ�ĂƁĩ�ĲȂĲĢǊśǫĲŵǲ�žĂƁĂōśƁō�ǊŕĲ�ǫƍŵǓžĲ�ƍŋ�ǊŕƶĲĂǊ�ĩĂǊĂ�

all keep executives awake as does identifying potential threats to 

save their company money and reduce liabilities.
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32% 31% 28% 28% 28%

27% 27% 27% 26% 26%

24% 23% 22%

PERCENT OF PHYSICAL SECURITY, LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE LEADERS 
WHO SAY EACH PROGRAM ISSUE KEEPS THEM UP AT NIGHT

Increased physical threats 
and company backlash

related to rising extremism, 
social and political issue

Increased physical
threats and company 

backlash related to
vaccination requirements

Preventing an active
shooter event at one of 

our locations

Management is
predominantly focused on 

global risk and supply chain 
security issues so mitigating 

location-specific physical
threats is not a priority

Adjusting my skills
as cyber-physical

security operations
increasingly merge

The rise of physical
security insider threats and

activist whistleblowers

Keeping our employees
safe as they work remotely

Increased physical threats 
and company backlash
related to racial justice 

activism or political unrest

Management is focused
more on cybersecurity

Protecting our CEO
from harm when working

from their private residence 
or while traveling

Effectively managing the 
volume of threat data

Identifying potential threats 
in order to save my company 
money and reduce liabilities

Dangerous threats from 
former employees
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Downplaying what could again be the biggest 2022 business-related challenges

Among 18 physical security challenges 

mentioned, physical security threats to 

C-suite and company leadership was

the most likely to be listed as one of the 

biggest challenges in 2022 for 44% of legal 

and compliance leaders followed by data 

protection and privacy (41%) as compared 

to 32% and 29% for physical security 

leaders, respectively.

Threat data management was the most 

likely to be listed as one of all respondents' 

biggest challenges in 2022, with 40% 

saying this. Insider threat management 

ƾƲĲĢśȃĢ�Ǌƍ�ƲŕǲƾśĢĂŵ�ƾĲĢǓƶśǊǲ�ĂƁĩ�ǊŕƶĲĂǊƾ�Ǌƍ�

remote workers (32%) are expected to be 

equally challenging for just under 

one-third of those surveyed.

Only 12% expect COVID-19 recovery, 

žĂƁĂōśƁō�ƲĲƶžĂƁĲƁǊ�ŕǲĠƶśĩȭƶĲžƍǊĲ�ƍȂśĢĲ�

work structures and safety protocols to be 

among their biggest 2022 challenges, as 

compared to 38% in the 2021 State of 

Protective Intelligence Report. This could 

be attributable to many companies having 

implemented corporate policies, procedures, 

health and safety protocols as vaccines 

began rolling out in the past year, as well 

as the experience executives have gained in 

dealing with these challenges. 

That said, expected 2022 physical security 

challenges for the most part mirror many 

of those shared in the inaugural 2021 State 

of Protective Intelligence Report. 

It’s worth noting that in both studies, as 

respondents assessed challenges they 

might face in the new year ahead, they 

downplayed regulation and compliance 

reporting, as well as benchmarking and 

measurement to demonstrate a return on 

ƲŕǲƾśĢĂŵ�ƾĲĢǓƶśǊǲ�śƁǫĲƾǊžĲƁǊȧ�"ǓǊ�śŋ�ŕśƾǊƍƶǲ�

is a guide, as 2022 progresses, these 

business-related issues could rise to 

become some of their biggest challenges, 

as they unexpectedly did in 2021. 
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BIGGEST PHYSICAL SECURITY CHALLENGES EXPECTED

% 2021 Total Respondents % 2022 Total Respondents % 2022 Physical Security Respondents % 2022 Legal/Compliance Respondents

40

33

41
38

Threat data
management

35
32 32

44

Physical security
threats to C-suite and
company leadership

Insider threat management
specific to physical security*

*Not included in 2021

32 31

N/A

33 3234 33
30

Physical security threats
to remote workers

32
36

29

41

Data protection
and privacy

2628
25

28

Threat
assessment

26

35

24

34

Reduced headcount in
security due to the economy

2519 24 26

Launch of our Fusion
Center uniting

cyber and physical security

Pressure from a board,
shareholders or other
senior management

Lack of mobility
in our physical threat

management solution

Lack of the right skills
or talent within the team

24 2319
27

1817
14

26

Muddled cross-company
communication

1616
12

28
16

13
16 16

13

33

15 08

Financial
cutbacks

12

38

11

14

COVID-19 recovery, managing
permanent hybrid/remote
office work structures and

safety protocols

Benchmarking and
measurement to demonstrate

return on investment

Geopolitical
crises

Regulation and
compliance reporting

11 10

15

11 0407 02 07

Former employee
litigation

0408 04 05 0104 02 00
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Corporations have now become
targets and can no longer rely
on others for protection

64% 63% 64%

Closing the gap between
physical security solutions
and compliance requirements

64% 66% 58%

* Percentages reflect top 3 out of 5 choices

TOP COMPLIANCE, RISK OR REGULATION ISSUES
IMPACTING PHYSICAL SECURITY STRATEGY*

2022 Total Physical Security Legal / Compliance

Increased potential
for financial losses 52% 49% 58%

Increased personal liability for
our CEO and C-level executives 59% 58% 63%

Corporate activists are
becoming insider threats 62% 64% 57%

Among compliance, risk and regulation 

issues having an impact on physical

security strategy, a majority of executives 

(64%) acknowledge corporations are targets 

that cannot rely on others for protection 

and at the same level, cite closing the gap 

between physical security solutions and 

compliance requirements. The changing 

ƲƶƍȃŵĲ�ƍŋ�śƁƾśĩĲƶ�ǊŕƶĲĂǊƾ�Ǌƍ�ĢƍƶƲƍƶĂǊĲ�

activists, increased personal liability for 

CEOs and C-level executives and the 

śƁĢƶĲĂƾĲĩ�ƲƍǊĲƁǊśĂŵ�ŋƍƶ�ȃƁĂƁĢśĂŵ�ŵƍƾƾĲƾ�ĂƶĲ�

also cited by more than half of respondents 

as compliance, risk and regulation issues.

2022 State of Protective Intelligence Report
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Total Respondents Physical Security Respondents Legal / Compliance Respondents

HARM, THREATS AND DAMAGE AT U.S. COMPANIES
AS A RESULT OF INTELLIGENCE FAILURES

*2022 State of Protective Intelligence   **2021 State of Protective Intelligence Mid-Year Outlook

A former employee threatened
and/or harmed a current employee

An insider abused authorized cyber access that led to 
property theft or supply chain damage

40%
37%

45%

37% 36%
40%

Jan - late Dec 2021* Jan - late May 2021** Jan - late Dec 2021* Jan - late May 2021**

An employee was threatened and/or harmed while 
working at company facilities

An employee was threatened and/or 
harmed while working remotely

36%
33%

45%

36%
39%

29%

Jan - late Dec 2021* Jan - late May 2021** Jan - late Dec 2021* Jan - late May 2021**

35%

27%

29%

37%

An uptick in intelligence failures, physical 
threats and harm at U.S. companies

Intelligence failures in 2021 led to

employees being threatened and harmed. 

Research shows that malicious acts by 

insiders are becoming more prevalent. 

Forty percent of all respondents said as

a result of intelligence failures in 2021,

an insider abused cyber access that led

to property theft or supply chain damage. 

Employees were threatened or harmed

by former employees (37%), both while 

working remotely and at company facilities 

(36%). Among physical security executives 

surveyed in 2021, this last statistic 

increased from 21% in May to 31% in 

December.
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FEW

19%

MOST

23%

SOME

56%

NONE

03%

FEW

19%

MOST

30%

SOME

48%

NONE

02%

The amount of physical threats their company received in 
2021 that respondents said originated as cyber threats in 

cyber auditing tools, email, social media, antivirus 
software, or via a cyber-breach or ransomware attack:

The amount of physical threats their company received in 
2021 that respondents said disrupted business continuity 

and  caused harm or death:

2022 State of Protective Intelligence Report
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Section 02

MORE AMERICAN COMPANIES RECEIVING
WEEKLY PHYSICAL SECURITY THREATS: 
VOLUME AND TYPES ANTICIPATED IN 2022 
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RANKING OF PHYSICAL THREATS DISRUPTING 
BUSINESS CONTINUITY AT COMPANIES IN 2021

23%Our CEO and/or family members have received threats

15%Supply chain damage and/or disruptions

11%Insider abusing authorized cyber and physical access points

08%Executive kidnapping threat

08%Co-worker violence

06%Domestic-related violence that spills into the workplace

05%Domestic-related violence during remote work

03%Building and property vandalism

03%Onsite theft/burglary

02%Active shooter

02%Related to social protests and activism

01%Bomb threat

01%Disgruntled former employee harm to current employee

12%None of these

Physical threats are business continuity threats

The continuous operation of any business is critical 

to its ongoing success, but physical threats and 

violence against executives, employees and property 

can put business continuity at risk and have a lasting 

ƁĲōĂǊśǫĲ�ĲȂĲĢǊȧ�ëǓŵƁĲƶĂĠśŵśǊśĲƾ�ǊŕĂǊ�ĂƶĲ�śōƁƍƶĲĩ�ƍƶ�

śƁĢśĩĲƁǊƾ�ǊƶĲĂǊĲĩ�Ăƾ�ɁƍƁĲȹƍȂɂ�ƾŕƍƶǊȹǊĲƶž�śƾƾǓĲƾ�ĢĂƁ�

lead to greater compliance, regulation, reputation 

and recruiting challenges that impact business 

results and viability long-term. 

In 2021, threats to the CEO and/or their family 

members ranked highest among disruptions to 

business continuity at their organization (23%), 

while other threats included supply chain damage 

and/or disruptions (15%), an insider abusing 

authorized cyber and physical access points (11%), 

executive kidnapping threats (8%), co-worker 

violence (8%), domestic-related violence that spilled 

into the workplace (6%) and during remote work (5%). 

Additional physical threats that disrupted business 

continuity included onsite burglary/theft, building 

and property theft, active shooters, social protests 

and activism, bomb threats and disgruntled former 

employee harm to current employees. 
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ON THEIR COMPANY’S HYBRID WORK POLICIES AND 
PHYSICAL SECURITY OPERATIONS, PHYSICAL SECURITY,

LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE EXECUTIVES AGREE

My company has programs in place to address mental
health issues that have been exacerbated by the pandemic.93%

My company has reopened its offices, and we are encountering
significant conflicts between management and employees 
regarding health and safety protocols, and work-from-home policies.

Based on the current unmanageable physical threat data,
I believe physical threats will increase exponentially in 2022
as we reopen and return to the office.

My company has experienced physical security threats related
to requiring employees to show proof of vaccination in order to
return to the office.

My company is mandating employees get vaccinated or
undergo regular COVID-19 testing in order to return to the office.

88%

88%

85%

69%

Health and safety protocols are a source of 
ƶĲǊǓƶƁȹǊƍȹƍȂśĢĲ�ĢƍƁŋŵśĢǊƾ�ĂƁĩ�ƲŕǲƾśĢĂŵ�ǊŕƶĲĂǊƾ

ëĂƶǲśƁō�ŕǲĠƶśĩ�Ǭƍƶű�ƾǊƶĂǊĲōśĲƾȢ�ƶĲǊǓƶƁȹǊƍȹƍȂśĢĲ
false starts, disparate and continually shifting health 
and safety mandates and protocols are fueling
frustrations and conflicts between employees and 
management. Though 93% of respondents agree their 
company has programs in place to address mental 
health issues the pandemic has exacerbated, 88% 
ŕĂǫĲ�ƶĲƍƲĲƁĲĩ�ǊŕĲśƶ�ƍȂśĢĲƾ�ĂƁĩ�ĂƶĲ�ĲƁĢƍǓƁǊĲƶśƁō�
ƾśōƁśȃĢĂƁǊ�ĢƍƁŋŵśĢǊƾ�ĠĲǊǬĲĲƁ�žĂƁĂōĲžĲƁǊ�ĂƁĩ�
employees regarding health and safety protocols as 
well as work-from-home policies. This new December 
ȍȋȍȌ�ȃƁĩśƁō�ƍƁ�ĂĢǊǓĂŵ�ĢƍƁŋŵśĢǊƾ�ƍĢĢǓƶƶśƁō�ĂǊ�ƶĲƍƲĲƁĲĩ�
ƍȂśĢĲƾ�śƾ�žǓĢŕ�ŕśōŕĲƶ�ǊŕĂƁ�ǊŕĲ�Ȓȏɽ�ƍŋ�ƲŕǲƾśĢĂŵ�
security and IT leaders who said they anticipated 
ƾśōƁśȃĢĂƁǊ�ĢƍƁŋŵśĢǊƾ�ǬŕĲƁ�ƾǓƶǫĲǲĲĩ�śƁ�~Ăǲ�ȍȋȍȌ�(2021 

State of Protective Intelligence Mid-Year Outlook). 

"ĂƾĲĩ�ƍƁ�ĢǓƶƶĲƁǊ�ǓƁžĂƁĂōĲĂĠŵĲ�ƲŕǲƾśĢĂŵ�ǊŕƶĲĂǊ�
data, 88% agree, physical threats will increase 
exponentially in 2022 as they reopen and return to 
ǊŕĲ�ƍȂśĢĲȧ���ƾǊƶƍƁō�žĂŭƍƶśǊǲ�ȳȓȐɽȴ�ƾĂǲ�ǊŕĲśƶ�ĢƍžƲĂƁǲ�
has experienced physical threats related to requiring 
employees to show proof of vaccination in order to 
ƶĲǊǓƶƁ�Ǌƍ�ǊŕĲ�ƍȂśĢĲȧ�NĲǬĲƶ�ȳȑȔɽȴ�ƾĂǲ�ǊŕĲśƶ�ĢƍžƲĂƁǲ�
is mandating employee vaccinations or regular 
$�ë^+ȹȌȔ�ǊĲƾǊśƁō�śƁ�ƍƶĩĲƶ�Ǌƍ�ƶĲǊǓƶƁ�Ǌƍ�ǊŕĲ�ƍȂśĢĲȧ

© Ontic Technologies, Inc. 2021
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NUMBER OF PHYSICAL THREATS THEIR COMPANY 
RECEIVED OR INVESTIGATED PER WEEK IN 2021, 
ACCORDING TO PHYSICAL SECURITY EXECUTIVES

17% 38% 66%

15%

34%

23% 04% 03%

LESS THAN 1 AT LEAST 1

As of May 2021 As of Dec 2021 As of May 2021 As of Dec 2021

BETWEEN 2!5 OVER 6

As of May 2021 As of Dec 2021 As of May 2021 As of Dec 2021

Number of U.S. companies receiving or 
investigating weekly physical security 
threats doubles

In May 2021, 34% percent of physical 
security leaders surveyed had received
or investigated less than one physical 
threat per week while 23% said between 
2-5 per week and just over one-third 
received or investigated at least one 
physical threat per week. Another 4% 
reported over six per week (2021 State of 

Protective Intelligence Mid-Year Outlook). 

Fast-forward just a few months to the
end of 2021, and nearly double the percent 
of physical security leaders surveyed in 
May — two-thirds — said they received at 
least one physical threat per week in 2021. 
This increase in the percent of companies 
experiencing weekly threats may account 
for the cut by half, to 17%, of those saying 
they received less than one physical
threat per week. In notable decreases from 
ǊŕĲ�~Ăǲ�ȍȋȍȌ�ƾǓƶǫĲǲ�ȃƁĩśƁōƾȢ�ƍƁŵǲ�ȌȐɽ
of physical security leaders surveyed 
months later in December 2021 cited 2-5 
physical threats weekly and three percent 
cited over 6 threats per week.

2022 State of Protective Intelligence Report
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EXPECTATIONS FOR CHANGES IN THE NUMBER OF PHYSICAL
THREATS MY COMPANY WILL RECEIVE OR INVESTIGATE IN 2022

"AS COMPARED TO 2021#

01%

53%

21%

19%

06%

INCREASE
SIGNIFICANTLY

INCREASE
SOMEWHAT

STAY
THE SAME

DECREASE
SOMEWHAT

DECREASE
SIGNIFICANTLY

Nearly three-quarters of respondents 
expect 2022 physical threat volume 
to increase

Seventy-four percent of physical security, 

legal and compliance executives expect

the number of threats their company will 

receive or investigate in 2022 to increase 

as compared to 2021, including 21% who 

expect physical threat volume to increase 

ƾśōƁśȃĢĂƁǊŵǲȧ��śƁĲǊĲĲƁ�ƲĲƶĢĲƁǊ�ĲǱƲĲĢǊ�ǊŕĲ�

number of physical threats to stay the 

same in 2022, and another 7% expect they 

will decrease.

2022 State of Protective Intelligence Report
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PERCENTAGE OF PHYSICAL THREATS 
ANTICIPATED WILL BE MISSED AT
AMERICAN COMPANIES ACCORDING 
TO PHYSICAL SECURITY EXECUTIVES 

36%21%01%
00%

30% 12%

In 2022 (December 2021 survey)

In the last six months of 2021 (May 2021 survey)

42%30%04% 21%
03%

02%

0% 01-25%

26-50% 51-75%

76-100% Don’t know

While many trends around physical threats should raise corporate 

alarms, the expanded scale of threats that physical, legal and

compliance executives anticipate they will miss in 2022 is 

troubling. Forty-one percent of physical security, legal and 

compliance executives anticipate they will miss 51-100% of 

threats in 2022. Another nine percent anticipate they will miss 

76-100% of physical threats. This is what executives mean when 

they say threats are unmanageable. 

A disturbing trend becomes visible when physical security 

executive survey responses in December 2021 regarding physical 

threats they anticipate missing are compared to those six months 

prior. The percentage of physical security executives that anticipate 

missing 0-50% of physical threats in December as compared to May 

ōƍĲƾ�ĩƍǬƁȢ�ĠǓǊ�ǊŕĲ�ĩĲĢŵśƁĲ�śƾ�ƁĲōĂǊĲĩ�Ġǲ�ĂƁ�ƾśōƁśȃĢĂƁǊ�śƁĢƶĲĂƾĲ�śƁ�

the percentage of physical executives that anticipate missing 

51-100% of physical threats in 2022.
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Section 03

PERCEPTIONS, ATTITUDES, INCONSISTENT
PREPAREDNESS AND RISK DETERRENCE MEASURES

2022 State of Protective Intelligence Report



ìśƾĲ�ĠǓƾśƁĲƾƾ�ƾǊƶĂǊĲōǲ�ƍƶ�ƾĲŵŋȹŋǓŵȃŵŵśƁō�ƲƶƍƲŕĲĢǲȨ
Fear of creating a culture of fear

Many seemingly contradictory but well-intentioned strategies, 

processes and policies around physical security are playing out 

at American corporations. 

On the one hand, for more than half of respondents, rather than try to 

get ahead of potential threats, harm and damage to their business and its 

people in order to minimize impact, their company waits until catastrophe 

ƾǊƶśűĲƾȢ�ǊŕĲƁ�ƶĲĂĢǊƾȧ�¾ƲĲĢśȃĢĂŵŵǲȢ�ǊŕĲƾĲ�ĢƍžƲĂƁśĲƾ�ĠĲŵśĲǫĲ�ǊŕĂǊ�ĠĲśƁō�

proactive and training employees will create a culture of fear.

Such a passive stance means workforces have little training and would not 

know what to do if an active shooter was at one of their facilities. On the 

other hand, not all companies take this approach, as 38% surveyed say they 

have an Active Shooter/Active Assailant Plan in place and employees 

receive regular training.

Still, an inability to imagine the unimaginable — physical harm happening 

at their company — rings true for close to one-third of those surveyed, 

which also results in an inability to value employee training and 

preparedness to deal with such crises. Less than one-third surveyed say 

their companies do workplace violence training from time to time but do 

not have a formal program.

My company believes training 

employees so they are better 

prepared for potential

workplace violence will create

a culture of fear, wants to take 

a reactive strategy and does 

not see the ultimate risk to 

business continuity by inaction.
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EMPLOYEE PREPAREDNESS TO ADDRESS PHYSICAL THREATS AND POTENTIAL WORKPLACE VIOLENCE 
AT AMERICAN COMPANIES, ACCORDING TO PHYSICAL SECURITY, LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE EXECUTIVES

My company has never
addressed the potential

for workplace violence and 
employees would not know 

what to do if an active shooter 
was at our facilities.

39%
We do training for

workplace violence from
time to time but do not a have 

 formal program in place.

30%

My company does not
believe we will be a target for 
significant physical harm and 

does not value employee training 
and preparedness for dealing 

with such crises.

32%

We have an Active
Shooter/Active Assailant Plan
in place and our employees 

receive regular training.

38%
My company believes

training employees so they
are better prepared for potential 
workplace violence will create a 
culture of fear, wants to take a 

reactive strategy and does
not see the ultimate risk

to business continuity
by inaction.

51%
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A conundrum for HR, physical security and legal professionals: 
violent employees 

An estimated two million Americans are victims of workplace violence, 

according to OSHA.4 The American National Standard for Workplace 

Violence Prevention and Intervention (ASIS & SHRM, 2011; ASIS, 2020) 

ĩĲȃƁĲƾ�ǬƍƶűƲŵĂĢĲ�ǫśƍŵĲƁĢĲ�ĠƶƍĂĩŵǲ�Ǌƍ�śƁĢŵǓĩĲ�ĠǓŵŵǲśƁōȢ�ǫĲƶĠĂŵ�ŕĂƶĂƾƾžĲƁǊ�

ĂƁĩ�śƁǊśžśĩĂǊśƍƁȧ�"ǓǊ�Ăŵŵ�Ǌƍƍ�ƍŋǊĲƁȢ�ƲƶĲǫśƍǓƾŵǲ�ƍĠƾĲƶǫĲĩ�ĠĲŕĂǫśƍƶƾȢ�ǫƍśĢĲĩ�

concerns, hostile social media posts and other warning signs tied to a 

perpetrator of violence come to light after a tragedy has occurred.

There are dozens of widely reported examples from the past year: 

Ă�ƲĲĩśĂǊƶśĢśĂƁ�śƁ��ǓƾǊśƁȢ�ËĲǱĂƾ�ǬĂƾ�žǓƶĩĲƶĲĩ�ĂǊ�ŕĲƶ�ƍȂśĢĲȬ�Ă�ŵƍƁĲ�ōǓƁžĂƁ�

ƍƲĲƁĲĩ�ȃƶĲ�śƁƾśĩĲ�Ă�ƾǓƲĲƶžĂƶűĲǊ�śƁ�"ƍǓŵĩĲƶȢ�$ƍŵƍƶĂĩƍȢ�űśŵŵśƁō�Ȍȋ�ĂƁĩ�ĂƁ�

armed gunman shot 14 people, one of them fatally, in a Kroger supermarket 

in Collierville, Tennessee. The shooter was a former employee dismissed 

from his job earlier that day. A transit employee who gunned down nine 

co-workers and killed himself at a Northern California rail yard was known 

to be "highly disgruntled" long before carrying out the shooting rampage, 

ĂĢĢƍƶĩśƁō�Ǌƍ�ƁĲǬƾ�ƶĲƲƍƶǊƾȧ�Óȧ¾ȧ�ĢǓƾǊƍžƾ�ĂƁĩ�ĠƍƶĩĲƶ�ƍȂśĢĲƶƾ�ŕĂĩ�ĩĲǊĂśƁĲĩ�

ǊŕĲ�žĂƁ�ȃǫĲ�ǲĲĂƶƾ�ĠĲŋƍƶĲ�Ăƾ�ŕĲ�ƶĲǊǓƶƁĲĩ�ŋƶƍž�ǊŕĲ�²ŕśŵśƲƲśƁĲƾ�ĂƁĩ�śƁ�ŕśƾ�

possession were books about terrorism, fear and manifestos… professions 

of hatred of his workplace.

4 - OSHA
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Policies and practices that operationalize violence prevention are 

needed, particularly given the potential emotional and psychological 

impact, which can ultimately hurt overall business performance. 

Threats, harassment and bullying — precursors to physical violence 

— may lead to lower employee morale, increased turnover, 

absenteeism and mental health service costs.  

Oftentimes training doesn’t go far enough and internal attitudes 

about how companies may be perceived can hamper their ability 

to keep people safe and for businesses to rebound from crisis. 

Initiatives can be sidelined by inconsistencies and departments 

working at cross-purposes. According to the survey, 91% of 

respondents agree that at their company, physical security, legal 

ĂƁĩ�X¶�ĂƶĲ�ǊƶĂśƁĲĩ�Ǌƍ�ĂĩĩƶĲƾƾ�ƾśǊǓĂǊśƍƁƾ�ƾŕƍǓŵĩ�ǊŕĲ�ȃƶśƁō�ƍƶ�

ŋǓƶŵƍǓōŕśƁō�ƍŋ�ĂƁ�ĲžƲŵƍǲĲĲ�ǊǓƶƁ�ǫśƍŵĲƁǊȧ�"ǓǊȢ�ȓȒɽ�ĂōƶĲĲ�ǊŕĲśƶ�

company does not have a process or tools to alert the same 

ĩĲƲĂƶǊžĲƁǊƾ�ƍƶ�ƾǊĂȂ�śŋȢ�ĂŋǊĲƶ�ǊŕĲǲ�ŕĂǫĲ�ĠĲĲƁ�ŋǓƶŵƍǓōŕĲĩ�ƍƶ�ȃƶĲĩȢ�

former employees who have exhibited violent tendencies return 

to the premises. 

While a strong majority (88%) agree that at their company, physical 

ƾĲĢǓƶśǊǲȢ�ŵĲōĂŵ�ĂƁĩ�X¶�ĂƶĲ�ƁƍǊśȃĲĩ�ĂƁĩ�ǊǲƲśĢĂŵŵǲ�ƲƶĲƾĲƁǊ�ǬŕĲƁ�ĂƁ�

ĲžƲŵƍǲĲĲ�Ǭśŵŵ�ĠĲ�ŋǓƶŵƍǓōŕĲĩ�ƍƶ�ȃƶĲĩȢ�ĂŵĂƶžśƁōŵǲȢ�ȓȑɽ�ĂōƶĲĲ�ǊŕĂǊ�śƁ�

the past year violence or harm has occurred when an employee was 

ŋǓƶŵƍǓōŕĲĩ�ƍƶ�ȃƶĲĩ�ĠĲĢĂǓƾĲ�ǊŕĲƾĲ�ĂĢǊśƍƁƾ�ĂƶĲ�ƁƍǊ�ĠĲśƁō�ǊĂűĲƁ�

consistently. 

Physical security, legal and HR professionals have received threat 

assessment training, recognize and report erratic behavior and 

ǬĂƶƁśƁō�ƾśōƁƾ�Ǌƍ�ƲƶĲǫĲƁǊ�ǬƍƶűƲŵĂĢĲ�ǫśƍŵĲƁĢĲȢ�ȓȑɽ�ĂōƶĲĲȧ�"ǓǊȢ�ȓȒɽ�

also agree their company has workplace violence fatigue — that 

threats or harmful incidents occur so often that employees are 

used to erratic and violent behavior and don’t report these as 

ǬĂƶƁśƁō�ƾśōƁƾ�ǓƁǊśŵ�śǊɄƾ�Ǌƍƍ�ŵĂǊĲȧ�NǓƶǊŕĲƶ�ŕśƁĩĲƶśƁō�ĲȂƍƶǊƾ�Ǌƍ�űĲĲƲ�

people safe, 86% agree their company downplays risk to emulate 

a safe environment, as opposed to taking the steps to monitor 

and proactively prevent workplace violence incidents.
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At my company, physical security, legal, 
and HR are trained to address situations 

should the firing or furloughing of an 
employee turn violent.

01 0108

45 46

At my company, physical security, legal, 
and HR are notified when an employee 

will be furloughed or fired.

At my company, physical security, legal, 
and HR are typically present when 

furloughing or firing of 
an employee takes place.

If former employees who have exhibited 
violent tendencies return to the premises 
after they have been furloughed or fired, 

my company does not have a process 
or tools to alert physical security, 

legal, HR or staff. 

Our company has workplace violence 
fatigue — threats or harmful incidents 

occur so often that employees are 
used to erratic and violent behavior 
and don’t report these as warning 

signs until it’s too late.

Physical security, legal and HR profes-
sionals have received threat assessment 

training, recognize and report erratic 
behavior and warning signs to prevent 

workplace violence.

In the past year violence or harm has 
occured when an employee was furloughed 

or fired because we do not consistently 
notify physical security, legal and HR in 

advance of the action nor are they present 
when the dismissal takes place.

My company downplays risk to emulate a 
safe environment, as opposed to taking 

the steps to monitor and proactively 
prevent workplace violence incidents.

01 0110

43 45

01 019

44 44

03 0010

45 42

03 0010

48

39

01 01
13

43 43

02 01
11

42 44

01 01
12

38

48

WORKPLACE VIOLENCE, THREAT ASSESSMENT TRAINING, 
CROSS!FUNCTION COMMUNICATIONS AND REPORTING

% Strongly disagree % Somewhat disagree % Somewhat agree % Strongly agree % Don’t know
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*Working remotely or at company facilities or perpetrated by a former employee

ACTIONS TAKEN AT AMERICAN COMPANIES AFTER 
AN EMPLOYEE WAS THREATENED AND$OR HARMED*

43%

Notified HR, Legal 
and Security

40%

Notified the local police 
and requested enhanced 

patrol coverages

39%

 Enhanced company security 
coverages for the employee 

in the office and/or 
working from home

37%

Notified Security

36%

Enhanced intelligence 
collection around the threat

28%

Notified Legal

24%

Notified HR

Fewer than half of respondents take action after 
employees are threatened or harmed

After employees were threatened or harmed 
by former employees or others while working 
remotely or at company facilities, 43% of those 
ƾǓƶǫĲǲĲĩ�ƁƍǊśȃĲĩ�X¶Ȣ�ŵĲōĂŵ�ĂƁĩ�ƾĲĢǓƶśǊǲȬ�ȏȋɽ�
ƁƍǊśȃĲĩ�ǊŕĲ�ŵƍĢĂŵ�ƲƍŵśĢĲ�ĂƁĩ�ƶĲƵǓĲƾǊĲĩ�ĲƁŕĂƁĢĲĩ�
patrol coverages while 39% enhanced company 
security coverages for the employee both in the 
ƍȂśĢĲ�ĂƁĩ�ĂǊ�ǊŕĲśƶ�ŕƍžĲȧ�6ƁŕĂƁĢĲĩ�śƁǊĲŵŵśōĲƁĢĲ�
collection around the threat was done by 36% 
of respondents. 
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*that led to property theft or supply chain damage 

2022 Total Physical Security Legal / Compliance

Our company notified the FBI. 30% 29% 33%

Our company contracted with a 
cyber consulting firm to conduct 
a damage assessment.

64% 60% 73%

Our company kept things quiet due 
to the risk of negative brand impact. 39% 38% 40%

ACTIONS TAKEN AT 
AMERICAN COMPANIES 
AFTER AN INSIDER ABUSED 
AUTHORIZED CYBER ACCESS* 

Integrating digital physical security operations with cybersecurity 

is an area of investment in 2022 for nearly half (48%) of all 

surveyed and 37% are investing in the buildout/fusion of a 

cyber-physical Security Operation Center. For 36%, integrating 

digital physical security operations with cybersecurity was a top 

priority at the beginning of 2021 and continues to be for 2022. 

For 30% of respondents, it is a new priority for 2022. Given the 

growing convergence of physical security and cybersecurity 

threats, these are prudent business strategies. As noted earlier 

in this report, 40% of respondents said an insider abused cyber 

access that led to property theft or supply chain damage as a 

result of intelligence failures in 2021. 

How companies are managing the potential for and actual 

cyber-physical security violations after they occur, however, 

is all over the board — some approaches are highly constructive 

and impactful, and other approaches could be perceived as doing 

ǊŕĲ�ƶśōŕǊ�ǊŕśƁō�ĠǓǊ�ĂƶĲ�śƁ�ĲȂĲĢǊ�ŭǓƾǊ�ɁĠĂƁĩȹĂśĩƾɂȧ�$ŵƍƾĲ�Ǌƍ�

two-thirds (64%) of the respondents who had an insider abuse 

authorized cyber access said their company contracted with a 

ĢǲĠĲƶȹĢƍƁƾǓŵǊśƁō�ȃƶž�Ǌƍ�ĢƍƁĩǓĢǊ�Ă�ĩĂžĂōĲ�ĂƾƾĲƾƾžĲƁǊ�ŋƍŵŵƍǬśƁō�

abuse by an insider with authorized cyber access that led to 

ƲƶƍƲĲƶǊǲ�ǊŕĲŋǊ�ƍƶ�ƾǓƲƲŵǲ�ĢŕĂśƁ�ĩĂžĂōĲ�ĂƁĩ�Ȏȋɽ�ƁƍǊśȃĲĩ�ǊŕĲ�N"^ȧ�

Concerned about the risk of negative brand impact, though, 39% 

said their company “kept things quiet.” 

Physical security and cybersecurity — prioritizing both to varying degrees
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Almost universally (95%), respondents say their company prioritizes security 

and has a board-level committee dedicated to regularly examining both cyber 

and physical security threat volume, mitigation strategies, and the impact on 

ĠǓƾśƁĲƾƾ�ĢƍƁǊśƁǓśǊǲȢ�śƁĢŵǓĩśƁō�ƲƍǊĲƁǊśĂŵ�ŵƍĢĂŵ�ĂĢǊƾ�ƍŋ�ǫśƍŵĲƁĢĲ�ĂǊ�ƍȂśĢĲƾ�ƍƶ�

other company locations in the U.S. The question is whether regular reviews 

by organizations’ most powerful advisors and prominent executives lead to 

ĲȂĲĢǊśǫĲȢ�ĢƍƁƾśƾǊĲƁǊ�ƲƶƍǊĲĢǊśǫĲ�ƲŵĂƁƾ�ĂƁĩ�ĂĢǊśƍƁƾȧ�

Survey results indicate they may not, as a strong majority agree (87%), 

their company is inconsistent in its prioritization of physical security and 

the actions it takes when a harm-causing incident occurs are band-aids to 

check compliance and brand reputation boxes. What’s more, 86% agree, 

including 50% that strongly agree, their company prioritizes security as it 

relates to geopolitical issues, supply chain risk and the global threat 

ŵĂƁĩƾĢĂƲĲȢ�ĠǓǊ�žśǊśōĂǊśƁō�ƲƍǊĲƁǊśĂŵ�ŵƍĢĂŵ�ĂĢǊƾ�ƍŋ�ǫśƍŵĲƁĢĲ�ĂǊ�ƍȂśĢĲƾ�ƍƶ�ƍǊŕĲƶ�

ĢƍžƲĂƁǲ�ŵƍĢĂǊśƍƁƾ�śƁ�ǊŕĲ�Óȧ¾ȧ�śƾ�ƁƍǊ�Ă�ƲƶśƍƶśǊǲȧ�¾śōƁśȃĢĂƁǊŵǲȢ�ȑȏɽ�ĂōƶĲĲ�ǊŕĲśƶ�

company does not prioritize physical security. 

Perceptions, Attitudes, Inconsistent Preparedness and Risk Deterrence Measures2022 State of Protective Intelligence Report
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% Strongly disagree % Somewhat disagree % Somewhat agree % Strongly agree % Don’t know

INCONSISTENT CYBER!PHYSICAL SECURITY PRIORITIES AT AMERICAN COMPANIES

36%12% 50% 0%2%

My company prioritizes security as it relates to geopolitical issues, supply chain 
risk and the global threat landscape but mitigating potential local acts of 
violence at offices or other company locations in the U.S. is not a priority.

43%14% 41% 0%1%

My company prioritizes cybersecurity and has a board-level committee dedicated 
to regularly examining cybersecurity threat volume, mitigation strategies and 
the potential impact on business continuity.

28%16% 36% 1%19%

My company does not prioritize physical security.

My company prioritizes security and has a board-level committee dedicated to 
regularly examining both cyber and physical security threat volume, mitigation 
strategies, and the impact on business continuity, including potential local acts 
of violence at offices or other company locations in the U.S.

36%3% 59% 1%1%

My company is inconsistent in its prioritization of physical security and the 
actions it takes when a harm-causing incident occurs are band-aids to check 
compliance and brand reputation boxes. 

43%10% 44% 2%1%

Perceptions, Attitudes, Inconsistent Preparedness and Risk Deterrence Measures2022 State of Protective Intelligence Report
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Section 04

PHYSICAL SECURITY CONVERGENCE, 
CONSOLIDATION AND INVESTMENT

2022 State of Protective Intelligence Report



INVESTMENT PRIORITIES FOR PHYSICAL SECURITY OPERATIONS 
2022 VERSUS THE BEGINNING OF 2021

! % not a top priority at the beginning of 2021, but is for 2022

! % was a top priority at the beginning of 2021, and still is for 2022

Benchmarking and 
measurement to 

demonstrate return 
on investment

35 35

Insider Threat 
monitoring tools 

and training

33
38

Threat assessment 
training for my team

33
38

Integrating digital 
Physical Security 
operations with 
Cybersecurity

30
36

Real-time monitoring 
and threat reporting 
for my management 

team

32
36

Hiring Protective 
Intelligence analysts 

and experts

30
36

Implementing 
remote/mobile 

capabilities

30

39

Integrating digital 
Physical Security 

operations with HR

30

40

Compliance and 
regulatory risk 

management for 
my organization

29

41

Active Shooter and 
Stop the Bleed 

training

32
37
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33

Digital physical security operations 
with cybersecurity48%

2022 AREAS OF INVESTMENT FOR PHYSICAL SECURITY OPERATIONS INTEGRATION

Access control systems with software 
to identify physical threat actors50%

Visitor management system with 
software to identify threat actors43%

Buildout/fusion of a cyber-physical 
Security Operation Center37%

Fixed license plate reading cameras 
with software to identify threat actors37%

Hiring Protective Intelligence analysts32%

Digital physical security operations 
with HR41%
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Cyber and physical security convergence, integration into one software 
platform underway

As people continue to work remotely in 2022, 91% of physical security, 

legal and compliance executives agree, it is more important than ever 

ŋƍƶ�ǊŕĲśƶ�ĢƍžƲĂƁǲ�Ǌƍ�ĩĲĩśĢĂǊĲ�ȃƁĂƁĢśĂŵ�ƶĲƾƍǓƶĢĲƾ�Ǌƍ�ƲŕǲƾśĢĂŵ�ƾĲĢǓƶśǊǲ�

technology solutions at the same level. Most agree (96%) including 59% 

who strongly agree, that cybersecurity and physical security must be 

integrated or else both cyber and physical threats will be missed.

^Ɓ�ȍȋȍȌ�ǊŕĲ�ŵĂĢű�ƍŋ�ǓƁśȃĲĩ�ĩśōśǊĂŵ�ƲƶƍǊĲĢǊśǫĲ�śƁǊĲŵŵśōĲƁĢĲ�ƶĲƾǓŵǊĲĩ�śƁ�žśƾƾĲĩ�

threats and physical harm to employees, customers and human assets for 

their company, 84% of respondents agreed, up from 71% in the prior year. 

If all members of the physical security team could view threat data in a 

single system-of-record software platform, 87% agree their company would 

be able to better avoid crises.

© Ontic Technologies, Inc. 2022
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37%3% 59% 0%1% 45%9% 44% 1%1%

Cybersecurity and physical security must be integrated or else both cyber and 
physical threats will be missed.

Investment in technology to advance physical security effectiveness and mitigate 
violent threats is necessary for the future of my company.

36%4% 59% 1%1% 43%12% 44% 0%1%

For 2022, my company is actively consolidating our multiple threat intelligence, 
monitoring and alerting solutions into a single software platform that enables 
holistic data analysis and reporting across physical security, cybersecurity, HR, 
legal and compliance.

My company would be able to better avoid crises if all members of the physical 
security team could view threat data in a single system-of-record software platform.

36%4% 57% 2%2% 43%13% 43% 1%1%

My company is actively adopting multiple new threat intelligence, monitoring and 
alerting solutions for physical security, cybersecurity, HR, legal and compliance but 
has no strategy for holistic data analysis and reporting.

Physical security needs a single software-driven industry standard for actively 
identifying, investigating, assessing, monitoring and managing physical security 
threats and it is way overdue.

46%8% 45% 1%1% 43%13% 41% 1%2%

As people continue to work remotely in 2022, it is more important than ever for my 
company to dedicate financial resources to physical security technology solutions 
at the same level as cyber security.

In the past year, the lack of unified digital protective intelligence — an investigative 
and analytical process used by protectors and physical security professionals to 
proactively identify, assess and mitigate threats to protectees — has resulted in 
missed threats and physical harm to employees, customers and human assets 
for my company.

PHYSICAL SECURITY, LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE EXECUTIVES AGREE

% Strongly disagree % Somewhat disagree % Somewhat agree % Strongly agree % Don’t know
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A WIDESPREAD MOVEMENT TO PHYSICAL 
SECURITY SOFTWARE IS UNDERWAY
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For the future of their company, a strong majority agree (89%), investment in technology 
Ǌƍ�ĂĩǫĂƁĢĲ�ƲŕǲƾśĢĂŵ�ƾĲĢǓƶśǊǲ�ĲȂĲĢǊśǫĲƁĲƾƾ�ĂƁĩ�žśǊśōĂǊĲ�ǫśƍŵĲƁǊ�ǊŕƶĲĂǊƾ�śƾ�ƁĲĢĲƾƾĂƶǲȧ

^Ɓ�Ă�ƁĲǬ�ĂƁĩ�ƾśōƁśȃĢĂƁǊ�ĩĲǫĲŵƍƲžĲƁǊȢ�Ǌŕśƾ�ƾǊǓĩǲ�ƾŕƍǬƾ�ǊŕĂǊ�śƁ�ȍȋȍȍ�Ă�ǬśĩĲƾƲƶĲĂĩ�žƍǫĲžĲƁǊ�

is underway at American businesses to digitally transform physical security into a single 

software platform. Almost universally, 95% of respondents say, U.S. companies in 2022 are 

actively consolidating their multiple threat intelligence, monitoring and alerting solutions into 

a single software platform that enables holistic data analysis and reporting across physical 

security, cybersecurity, HR, legal and compliance.



About the study 

A total of 359 respondents completed the survey, which was 

conducted November 29-December 21, 2021. These included chief 

ƾĲĢǓƶśǊǲ�ƍȂśĢĲƶƾȢ�ĢŕśĲŋ�ŵĲōĂŵ�ƍȂśĢĲƶƾȢ�ĢŕśĲŋ�ĢƍžƲŵśĂƁĢĲ�ƍȂśĢĲƶƾȢ�

general counsels, physical security directors, corporate attorneys 

and physical security decision-makers at U.S. companies with over 

ȐȢȋȋȋ�ĲžƲŵƍǲĲĲ�śƁ�ǊŕĲ�ĂǓǊƍžƍǊśǫĲȢ�ĠĂƁűśƁō�ĂƁĩ�ȃƁĂƁĢśĂŵ�ƾĲƶǫśĢĲƾȢ�

consumer goods, education, energy, government, healthcare, 

insurance, media and entertainment, pharmaceutical, retail, 

technology, telecommunications, travel and hospitality industries.

About the Ontic Center for Protective Intelligence

The Ontic Center for Protective Intelligence provides strategic 

consulting, multidimensional services and resources for safety 

and security, legal, risk and compliance professionals at major 

ĢƍƶƲƍƶĂǊśƍƁƾ�ĂĢƶƍƾƾ�žǓŵǊśƲŵĲ�śƁĩǓƾǊƶǲ�ƾĲĢǊƍƶƾ�śƁĢŵǓĩśƁō�ȃƁĂƁĢśĂŵ�

services, technology, retail, entertainment and consumer products. 

Through its initiatives, global industry experts and authorities in 

protective intelligence share best practices, insights on current 

and historical trends and explore lessons learned from physical 

security peers.
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About Ontic

Named the top industry innovator in the Frost Radar™: Digital 

^ƁǊĲŵŵśōĲƁĢĲ�¾ƍŵǓǊśƍƁƾȢ�ȍȋȍȌȢ��ƁǊśĢ�śƾ�ǊŕĲ�ȃƶƾǊ�ƲƶƍǊĲĢǊśǫĲ�śƁǊĲŵŵśōĲƁĢĲ�

software company to transform how Fortune 500 and emerging 

enterprises address physical threat management to protect 

employees, customers and assets. Ontic’s SaaS-based platform 

collects and connects threat indicators to provide a comprehensive 

view of potential threats while surfacing critical knowledge so 

companies can assess and action more to maintain business 

ĢƍƁǊśƁǓśǊǲ�ĂƁĩ�ƶĲĩǓĢĲ�ȃƁĂƁĢśĂŵ�śžƲĂĢǊȧ�

Ontic provides strategic consulting, multidimensional services, 

education and thought leadership for safety and security 

professionals through its Center for Protective Intelligence 

ĂƁĩ�$ĲƁǊĲƶ�ƍŋ�6ǱĢĲŵŵĲƁĢĲȢ�ǊŕĲ�ŵĂǊǊĲƶ�ƍŋ�ǬŕśĢŕ�Ăŵƾƍ�ƍȂĲƶƾ�ƲƶƍōƶĂž�

development and training services in behavioral threat assessment, 

threat management, and violence prevention for major corporations, 

educational institutions and government agencies. 

 

For more information please visit www.ontic.co

For inquiries related to the study, contact info@ontic.co
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For further insights, please download these additional State of Protective Intelligence Reports
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